GROHE SENSIA® IGS
THE NEXT GENERATION
SHOWER TOILET

GROHE.COM
The new generation of shower toilet will make your bathroom your favourite place to be. It creates a relaxing haven for people who love comfort. Let its elegant shape and finish invite you to get closer. Its clear lines, extraordinary design and premium materials will create your own personal bathroom experience. Its beautiful external form is perfectly married to convenient, intuitive functionality. Allow yourself to be amazed by how pleasant bodily hygiene can be – the mundane rituals of the toilet experience are finally a thing of the past.
PREMIUM. APPRECIABLE.

Experience comfort and hygiene in the purest sense. You feel what you can already see – GROHE quality that you can perceive with all of your senses. Whether it’s the seat made of premium Duroplast, the all-ceramic body of the toilet or the sleek metal controller, the use of top-quality materials throughout leaves you safe in the knowledge that all the surfaces are clean, inviting you to linger comfortably for a while.
You’ll experience how intuitively the Sensia® IGS adapts to your needs. This is because the new generation of shower toilet seems almost to function automatically thanks to its remarkable ease of use. Both the remote control touchscreen and the unique manual controller make designing your personal cleansing program extraordinarily easy. As soon as you have selected the water temperature, jet strength and cleansing mode, GROHE Sensia® IGS saves your personal profile. You can also, of course, adjust your cleaning settings at any time.

• An innovative controller with a rotation and pressure function
• Remote control using the touchscreen
• LED display with subtle night-lighting
• 4 individually adjustable user profiles
• Integrated odour extraction
• Automatic user recognition upon sitting
• Seat and lid with soft closing
• Service flap for straightforward maintenance
RELAX, TAKE YOUR SEAT AND BEGIN YOUR OWN PROGRAMME OF PAMPERING, TAILORED JUST TO YOU, WHATEVER YOUR SIZE, SHAPE, AGE OR GENDER. GROHE Sensia® IGS SUPPLIES FRESH AIR WHEN YOU SIT DOWN, AND OFFERS A PLEASANT CLEANSING EXPERIENCE FROM THE OUTSET. IN DOING SO, IT COMBINES THE GENTLE AND REFRESHING PROPERTIES OF WATER TO CREATE AN EXTREMELY BENEFICIAL WASHING CEREMONY. ENJOY THE CALL OF NATURE IN ITS PUREST FORM; INDIVIDUAL AND WELLTEMPERED.

- The temperature, strength and position of the cleansing jet have 7 different settings
- Power cleanse for extra pressure
- 30-second warm water cleanse
- Separate feminine cleansing function
- Massage cleanse
- Oscillating flow
GROHE SENSIA® IGS
AESTHETICALLY PLEASING. BENEFICIAL.
HYGIENIC. ALL ROUND.

Integrated hygiene functions ensure reliable cleanliness and mean that you always feel good – not just during the cleansing process but all day long. Before and after each use, the cleansing nozzle is automatically rinsed with fresh water. The device automatically performs thermal cleaning at regular intervals. Smooth surfaces and the specially enamelled all-ceramic body of the WC make upkeep significantly easier.
The GROHE Sensia® IGS has been designed to be gentle on the environment, without you having to compromise on your quality of life. With the WC, you’re not depleting resources unnecessarily. In the optional energy saver mode, the water only heats when it is actually being used. And if you’re out and about, the holiday program can be activated for when you are not using the WC for longer periods of time, so you also have a clean ecological conscience. Show your true ecological colours!

- Selectable energy saver mode
- Activatable holiday program
- Low standby use
- Main switch with on/off function
INDIVIDUAL. JUST LIKE YOU.

The GROHE Sensia® IGS is designed to blend seamlessly into your bathroom, and be in tune with your own style. The unique, modular concept means that you are able to design your bathroom entirely as you want it with the GROHE Sensia® IGS. Be inspired by the different surfaces and shades, and create your own private wellness environment, entirely in line with your taste.
WELLBEING. SYSTEMATIC.

Whether it’s for a new-build or a renovation, the GROHE Sensia® IGS can be perfectly integrated into any bathroom. Together with the proven GROHE irrigation systems and the installation elements, GROHE Sensia® IGS shower toilets form one-stop solutions that are perfectly attuned to one-another, both technically and in terms of their design.
39 111 SH0
Complete system for in-wall cisterns
Ceramic, housing, front, seat and lid in Alpine White

39 111 LP0
Complete system for in-wall cisterns
Ceramic, front, seat and lid in Alpine White, and housing in matt chrome

39 111 LD0
Complete system for in-wall cisterns
Ceramic, seat and lid in Alpine White, housing in matt chrome and front in red

39 111 LK0
Complete system for in-wall cisterns
Ceramic, seat and lid in Alpine White, housing in matt chrome and front in black
Please note the country-specific manufacturer’s guarantee provisions.

Partnership with trade and craftsmanship.

GROHE BROCHURES

GROHE SPA®  GROHE bathroom  GROHE kitchen